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International celebrates from what took place in Paris
– the clarity and strength of social movements on the
frontlines of the climate crisis, and in the forefront of
struggle to expose false solutions and promote real
solutions to achieve climate justice. We were
honored to be in that space with our Global South
partners, US and other international allies, making
connections across geographies and issues – these
relationships are a key part of what it will take to
heal and cool the planet, while developing deep
resilience to the shocks and slides to come. Read
more...
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The TransPacific Partnership
(TPP), a potentially disastrous
“trade” deal, fundamentally
undermines economic and social
equality, environmental
protection, and human rights.
With Congress poised to vote on the Obamatouted
deal, it’s time to expose the false promises of the
TPP. Read more...

Climate Justice and Palestine: The New
Intersectionality
Palestine is faced with a
double challenge, global and
local. Due to climate change,
the average rainfall is
decreasing and the Jordan
River will soon run dry. The
Gazan aquifer is so overutilized and salinated,
experts have been saying that there will be no
drinkable water for 1.9 million people by 2016 which
is, after all, now. These same people are also
crippled by a crushing economic siege and an
environment poisoned by toxic munitions. At the
same time, the Israeli occupation of the West Bank is
characterized by water confiscation and
contamination. The Israeli government refuses to
allow Palestinians to drill wells or build dams and
repeatedly destroys water and waste treatment
infrastructure, massively uproots olive trees, and
bulldozes farm lands, sometimes for settlements or
the separation wall or bypass roads and sometimes,
just because. Read more...

Celebrating Women Farmers of West Africa
Women farmers of West
Africa hold a piece of Black
history and ancestral
knowledge to be celebrated
and honored this and every
month. In Africa women
produce the majority of
food consumed locally, and for centuries they have
been the guardians of seeds, passing on local strains
from generation to generation. Read more...

La Via Campesina, Building an International
Movement for Food and Seed Sovereignty

In Via Campesina, we
believe in controlling our
land and seeds and
producing the healthy food
that we want, the way we
want. Our response is to fight for food sovereignty
against these transnational corporations that are
connected to the [New Alliance for Food Security and
Nutrition of the] G8, the Alliance for a Green
Revolution in Africa, the World Trade Organization,
and free trade agreements that don’t recognize the
needs of peasants or the poor. Read more...

What Happened in Paris? A Sham, and a
Shame
While government
dignitaries engaged in UN
climate negotiations (the
21st Conference of the
Parties to the UN
Framework Convention on
Climate Change, otherwise
known as the COP21) we had a chance to participate
in 10 days of powerful strategy sessions and actions
for climate justice in Paris alongside many of
Grassroots International’s Global South partners. We
will tell you more about movement proposals and
accomplishments soon, but let's start by reviewing
the official agreement. Read more...
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